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AFSS acquires and sustains assigned armored combat systems, fire support systems, and other related capabilities for the Operating Forces to accomplish their warfighting mission.

Fire Support Systems
- High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS)
- Expeditionary Fire Support Systems (EFSS)
- Target Acquisition Devices
- Survey and Meteorological Systems

Tank Systems
- M1A1 ABRAMS Tank
- M88A2 Recovery Vehicle
- Armored Vehicle Launch Bridge (AVLB)
Current Focus

- Not necessarily building new Armor and Fire Support systems, we’re sustaining and improving already fielded equipment.

- Whether it’s through new innovative logistics or maintenance process, or by adding capability to currently fielded systems, we are always looking for ways to improve our equipment and the services that we provide to our Marines.
Product Group Principals

Director, Colonel Joe Shrader
PM Fire Support Systems, Mr. Keith Davis
PM Tank Systems, LtCol John (Ethan) Smith

Competency Team Alignment

- Business Manager: Vacant
- Contracts Manager: Mr. Edwin Wright
- Lead Financial Manager: Mr. Jeffrey Speer
- Lead Engineer: Mr. Craig Melton
- Lead Logistician: Mr. Jeffry Gibbs
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Mission & Portfolio

We are the Life Cycle Managers for:

- Test, Measurement, Calibration, and Diagnostic Equipment
- Personal Protective Equipment
- Uniforms and Uniform Items
- Cold Weather Gear
- Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear Defense Equipment
- Field Medical Equipment
- Food Service Equipment
- Shelters and select associated equipment (heaters)
- Autonomic Logistics
- IED Detection Dogs
Current Focus

➢ Lighten the individual Marine’s load and improve his personal protection
  • Enhanced Combat Helmet
  • Multifunctional clothing and equipment
  • CBRN protection and detection

➢ Reduce our expeditionary life support logistic demands
  • More durable, efficient soft-wall shelters

➢ Increase our Weapon Systems’ and Ground Combat and Logistic Vehicles’ Operational Availability
  • Autonomic Logistics
  • Modular, Portable, Battery Powered, Multifunctional Test Equipment
  • Longer calibration cycles

➢ Enhance our field medical equipment capabilities
  • Level I and II equipment
Product Group Principals

DPGD: *Mr. Todd Wagenhorst*
PM Combat Support Equipment: *Mr. Scott Adams*
PM Infantry Combat Equipment: *LtCol Kevin Reilly*
PM Test Measurement Diagnostic Equipment: *Mr. Dean Johnson*
PM IED Detection Dogs: *LtCol Kenneth Burger*
MCUB Lead: *Mrs. Mary Shapleigh*

Competency Alignment Team

Business Manager: *Mr. Neil Justis*
Contracts Manager: *Mrs. Dorinne Rivoal*
Lead Financial Manager: *Mrs. Carolyn Reynolds*
Lead Engineer: *Mr. Nicholas Sifer*
Lead Logistician: *Mrs. Rega Reid*
Instruction Systems Specialist: *Mrs. Katie Bryan*
Questions?